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If you find yourself in Atlanta, Georgia you might want a visit to the
woodworker’s paradise at Highland
Woodworking, and to include making time for a workshop or seminar
with Highland’s staff of excellent
instructors. To find out more, simply check out Highland’s workshop
section on their website.

One-time English teacher and
woodworking handtool expert, Jim
Since 1978. Highland Woodworking, 1045 N. Highland Ave- Dillon teaches Using Hand Planes
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Style Plane on August 20. Of
course, there are other workshops by the plenty, it’s just that Jim’s have more to do
with using handplanes and happily for us, Hock Tools.
I believe most woodworkers can relate to Jim. He has a “day job,” enjoys
a spectrum of woodworking, is dedicated to and has grown at the bench,
and always has something to build in
his sights. With not a lot of time on his
hands, Jim’s an avid spoon carver,
has a thing for ladder-back chairs and
builds other cabinet related items in
his own shop. And, along with his day
job at Atlanta’s education based Fernbank Science Center, Jim’s been
teaching one, two and three-day
courses at Highland for 19 years.
Jim Dillon teaches one of his small, hands-on workshops at Highland Woodworking.

Jim recently sent me a note about his
YouTube video about Hock replacement
blades for Highland Woodworking, and we
began an e-chat. He has so much going on
as a woodworker, I just had to ask…

Highland Woodworking’s Add a Hock Blade to
Your Hand Plane with Jim Dillon, June 2019.

Q: What keeps you teaching woodworking?
Do students inspire you?

A: Students certainly inspire me, and the
craft of teaching is an endlessly fascinating, satisfying pursuit. Just as with woodworking, I know I’ll never stop learning
about it, or from it. What I focus on in my teaching is getting new woodworkers
over their first few humps. Once they can sharpen; once they can consistently
make their plane take fine shavings; once they can use saw and chisel to split a
line; once they can make a box, and a frame, and glue up a panel: then they’ll be
able to go off in their own directions, and figure out how to make whatever they
want.
Many students come to their first
class with a very specific project
in mind. Balancing their desire to
make their thing against the very
fundamental skills they don’t even
know exist, let alone know they
need? That’s where teaching gets
interesting. The class where we
build a Hock plane kit in an evenKrenov style wood handplane used as demo in Jim’s
ing is a perfect example. In my
Build a Krenov-Style Plane workshop on August 20th.
Cabinetmaking Basics class, we
use hand planes to trim edging
flush, and clean up the doors. I bring several of my own planes so students get
to feel what it’s like to use a well-set-up plane. I make sure they try the
Krenov-style plane, and mention we have a class where they can build their
own. It gives them a glimpse into the potential and scope of woodworking. Sure,
they want to make some cabinets for the house, but when you tell them they can
make a tool that works that well; suddenly they want to hear more about it!
None of this deeply satisfying teaching I do would be possible without them.

I’ve taught at Highland for 19 years now, and I’ll be forever grateful for the
steady stream of wonderful people who show up to take our classes.
Q: What are you working on at your own bench?
A: I work in the exhibit department at Fernbank Science Center, so I might be
making anything from a plexiglass display case to a
timber-framed garden kiosk to a chicken pen. In my
off hours, I have the luxury of making things for our
house. Right now, I’m framing a couple of mirrors. I
always have some spoons in process, and I keep telling myself that “after this” I’m going to focus on ladderback chairs.
Q: What were the challenges and the sweetest moments
in being in your shop?
A: The
chalAn assortment of Jim’s
spoons in apple, cherry, birch, lenge, for
and catalpa.
me, is organizing my shop time so I get to
have more of those “sweetest moments,” instead of just keeping up
with home maintenance. My favorite
thing in the world is working with
wood I’ve harvested myself from
where I grew up - - the forest of
northern Wisconsin. The spoon
carving and chair making are usually with that wood.
Q: Do you have a woodworking hero?
Who did you learn from?

Two of Jim’s side chairs. On the left: birch painted
black; on the right, red oak.

A: For me, woodworking was just a
pastime until the early 90’s, when I chanced across a copy of Krenov’s Fine Art
of Cabinetmaking. Reading that was the first time I realized this could be a calling, not just a hobby.
I’ve had a lot of teachers. Woodworkers as a group are very generous with their
knowledge! But I have to single out two: Mark Duginske and Drew Langsner.

Two of Mark’s books were crucial to me,
early on. He lives near my hometown, so
as a rookie I approached him just to say
hello. He was extremely generous with
advice, encouragement, and access to
the wider woodworking community. He
remains a great friend. I have also taken
several classes with Drew Langsner at
Country Workshops (which has since
closed). Drew, too, has become a generous mentor and friend. It might seem odd
that my two greatest influences are so
Jim Dillon at work in his own shop.

different in their approaches. Mark is known as a machinery expert, having written the best bandsaw books out there, and invented so many jigs for the bandsaw and tablesaw. Drew is all about
hand work: in his classes we started
with splitting wedges and hatchets,
and then moved on to spokeshaves or
knives for the fine work. But what both
Duginske and Langsner have in common is what drew me to woodworking
in the beginning: awareness that it all
starts in the forest, with trees. They
both have a vision of woodworking as
“local” in the deepest, widest, fullest
possible sense. Local wood, local
Jim working on one of his ladder back chairs.
milling, those are obvious, but they
both are also thinking about local economies and communities. We all three see
local-based woodworking as integral to a more humane way of living - - not in a
nostalgic way, but for now and the future. I hope I help my students to see this
too. — Thank you, Jim Dillon!
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